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Introduction & Core Principles
This document provides a vision for an improved mountain biking experience in the
greater Louisville area, considering both how and where we ride our bicycles. As part of
this vision, the mountain biking community has identified the following goals for the next
decade:
•
•
•
•

Incorporate trails into local communities
Provide opportunities for new and experienced riders of all ages to enjoy local
natural areas
Create long trails networks that allow trail users to “stretch out” and experience
the larger open-space and more wild areas around Kentuckiana
Establish common direction for natural surface trail policy amongst all area land
managers

Louisville is renowned as the home of the most fully realized version of the father of
American landscape design’s system of interconnected parks and greenways, landscape
architect Frederick Law Olmsted. Today, Olmsted’s name is given to one of the stewards
of open space in Louisville, the Louisville Olmsted Parks Conservancy. Olmsted’s legacy
lives in greater Louisville in the efforts of 21st Century Park’s to create a new outer
greenbelt at The Parklands of Floyds Fork and through Metro Parks’ Louisville Loop
trailway to circle the city linking parks new and old.
Olmsted’s underlying principals are often
described as “the seven S’s”: Scenery,
Suitability, Style, Subordination, Separation,
Sanitation, and Service. Successful natural
surface trails also rest on a similar foundation
of principals, with the addition of an eighth
“S:” Sustainability. Unfortunately, many
natural surfaces trails in Kentuckiana today
stray from these principals, following fall line
alignments that encourage erosion, create user
conflict, and fail to meet the needs of most
park visitors, regardless of their modality.
One of Olmsted’s primary themes is that
“service must precede art.” The Olmsted firm
thrived in a time of great change, as cities
went “vertical,” housed growing populations,
	
  
and saw their parks’ functions evolve to
Frederick	
  Law	
  Olmsted	
  
accommodate more people whose
transportation means transitioned from horse
and buggy to motor vehicles. The parkways model embraced these changes, expanding
their services to allow urban dwellers opportunities to experience the outdoors.
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Kentuckiana parks must embrace change as well and accommodate new forms of access
and recreation. Despite being home to over 14,000 acres of open space and hundreds of
miles of trails, Louisville mountain bikers are likely to drive hours into neighboring
Indiana to visit areas like Brown County State Park, as they are not welcome on most
Kentuckiana trails. To quote Olmsted: “So long as considerations of utility are neglected
or overridden by considerations of ornament, there will not be true art.”
Louisville has the potential to offer over 100 miles of shared-use singletrack that,
interconnected with other trail facilities, would be available to the majority of
residents via their back door.
Greater Louisville has the resources and potential to set a new standard for shared-use
trails and parks in an urban setting. The perceived challenges associated with this vision
are not insurmountable, and are surpassed by the clear opportunities. A legacy of land
protection established by Metro Parks and its regional peers has set aside wonderful open
spaces that show off the best Kentuckiana has to offer. In the metro core, corridors are
available to link communities to one another and to escape as far as desired. Louisville is
the rare community that has the ability to provide actively managed and developed
frontcountry trail opportunities (e.g. Olmsted parks, the Parklands at Floyds Fork) as well
as traditional wild backcountry experiences (e.g. Jefferson Memorial Forest, Otter Creek
Outdoor Recreation Area), all interconnected by a network of multi-modal travelways.
This report recommends focusing on five core principles to maximize the potential for
trails. These core principles seek to both inform the discussion and provide general
direction as any process moves forward.
1. Interagency Planning Cooperation and Coordination: Local, state, federal,
and non-governmental agencies must work together to create connected and
complementary trail networks. It is not unusual for a longer trail to cross different
agency boundaries with dramatically different management goals and principals.
To reach full potential, interagency coordination is critical.
2. Trails Within The Community: Bringing trails into the community must
become less the exception, and more the rule. As traffic and congestion continue
to worsen, requiring the use of a motor vehicle to access recreation is detrimental
to one’s quality of life.
3. Trails Spanning Kentuckiana: The region is blessed with a vision for longrange connections like the Louisville Loop and the Big Four Bridge across the
Ohio River. These should provide inspiration to create locally long and/or through
trails and to enhance existing trails with key connections.
4. Progression Within Trail Networks: While it is not practical to accommodate
the needs of every user on every trail, it is important to provide a variety or
“progression” of styles, difficulties, and experiences within each larger collection
of trails. This variety should be applied within as well as across modalities (i.e.
biking, hiking, other uses). To meet the varied goals of users, this may require
December 29, 2013
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selectively targeting certain trail segments for certain trail experiences. Trails
featuring progression will allow users to develop their backcountry skills,
techniques for moving across the landscape, or their wayfinding skills, while also
allowing new discoveries on subsequent visits. Trails lacking progression or
variety quickly become stale and do not see repeated use.
5. “Trail” Is Not A Four-Letter Word: Many right-of-ways designated as trails in
Kentuckiana are in fact decommissioned roads, extraction routes, or game/social
paths. These corridors were never intended for continuous long-term use by
humans looking for a recreation experience, and many have degraded to a poor
condition that harms the resource and provides an inferior user experience. These
corridors should be restored and replaced with well-designed singletrack and
doubletrack paths that better meet user expectations and integrate with the
landscape.
Further, some management units actively shun trails and/or select trail user groups
entirely. Sustainable singletrack and doubletrack trails are easy opportunities to
provide responsible escape and recreation where space is at a premium. Making
them available to the broader community of “muscle-powered” users (foot, hoof,
and wheel), they provide recreation, education, and interpretation and can
accomplish an agency’s goals of encouraging protection and preservation of our
last great natural places.
Above all, efforts must be made to create and maintain trails that are sustainable in a
physical way (do not result in continual long-term damage to the resource) and in a social
way (provide experiences to satisfy the full range of park visitors). As a general rule,
trails that do not satisfy these requirements must eventually be closed and reclaimed.
While it is not possible to create a single trail or trail system that meets the needs of every
visitor, it is possible to reach the goal of sustainable trails that offer all users a bit of what
they enjoy within the greater region.
While beyond the scope of this document, the creation and maintenance of trails requires
consistent funding heretofore not seen from state, county, and local government.
Development of new and/or creative funding sources must accompany any discussion of
trails.

6
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Potential Trail Projects

Project Sites:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Charlestown State Park
Cherokee/Seneca Park
E.P. Tom Sawyer State Park
Eva Bandman Park
Ft Duffield Park
Iroquois Park

•
•
•
•
•
•

Jefferson Memorial Forest (JMF)
Moreman’s Hill (JMF)
McNeely Park
Otter Creek Outdoor Recreation Area
The Parklands at Floyds Fork
Waverly Park

This document contains brief descriptions of potential projects throughout the region, but
is only a representative sample and not a comprehensive list. In some cases, a relatively
small addition or change to a property can make a positive difference in an existing
system (e.g. the addition of a family-friend loop at Waverly Park). In other instances, the
renovation of a park’s entire trail system is recommended (e.g. Jefferson Memorial
December 29, 2013
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Forest). Some of these projects are “shovel ready,” while others are already actively
discussed within the management and user communities, and even others are still
conceptual. Specific recommendations are noted in bold.
All suggested improvements embody the five core principles that guide this vision. If
implemented, these projects will establish greater Louisville as the 21st century model of
shared-use natural surface trails in an urban setting.
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Intermezzo: Trail & Volunteer Synergy
Natural surface trails depend on the sweat and passion of volunteers for their
construction and upkeep. It is a repeating cycle: trails create passion that is transferred
to the land and manifested in volunteer efforts that then create more passion among the
participants and new visitors.
(City of Frederick Municipal Forest, image courtesy of Joe Whitehair)
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Charlestown State Park: The Northern Anchor of Kentuckiana
Charlestown State Park is an Indiana Department of Natural Resources (IDNR) property
located in Clarke County on the banks of the Ohio River. At over 5,000 acres, it is the
third largest park in the state. Much of the park is located on rocky bluffs standing 200’
above the Ohio. A product of Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC), it was carved out
of the former Indiana Army Ammunition Plant in the 1990s. Charlestown is still being
developed, but among the facilities available at the park today are 192 camping sites,
boating access to the Ohio River, and over 12 miles of paths and trails.
History abounds at Charlestown. Numerous residences and facilities from its time as a
military facility still stand in the park. Dipping further back along the timeline, evidence
of pre-Columbian settlements as well Devonian-era fossils and karst sinkhole topography
are present. Along the banks of Fourteenmile Creek in the north of the park stands Rose
Island. Once home to its namesake early 20th century amusement park washed away by
floods, access to the Rose Island peninsula itself is a historic journey made possible via
the Portersville Bridge, a 350’ metal truss span relocated from its namesake town to the
park in 2011. Rose Island hosts one of the signature topographic features of the park, the
“Devils Backbone,” a rocky outcrop that featured the amusement park’s wooden roller
coaster on its slopes.
While Charlestown today offers over 12 miles of blazed paths, the types of trail available
currently do not appeal to many trail enthusiasts. All of the routes are grouped in the
north central area of the park, in close proximity to the campground. Rising at relentless
grades from Fourteenmile Creek, many are rugged and demand a high level of physical
fitness and agility. All of the existing trails are managed for foot traffic-only, leaving
mountain bikers who wish to camp at or visit the park without a recreational opportunity.
However, Charlestown has many positive attributes working in its advantage that can
make it one of the preeminent trail destinations in the region:

10

•

Dramatic Canvas: Charlestown offers rugged karst terrain on high bluffs
overlooking the Ohio River. This dramatic combination is unlike any other in
metro Louisville.

•

Developed Infrastructure: With almost 200 campsites, Charlestown already
offers the largest campground of any of the areas discussed in this document, far
outnumbering its peer on the Kentucky side of the river, Jefferson Memorial
Forest.

•

Multi-Modal Connectivity: Situated between major river crossings, Charlestown
is only minutes away from the majority of Kentuckiana homes. More importantly
for bicycles, pathways along both the Big-4 and East End bridges make it possible
for more-fit bicyclists to ride from their backdoor to the trailhead.
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•

Volunteer Synergy: KyMBA and HMBA are joining forces on the project,
providing IDNR with a unified mountain bicycling community partner.

In order to take advantage of these opportunities, IDNR will need to overcome an aspect
of the land’s history, as large swaths of the park are still burdened by unmanaged and
deteriorating military infrastructure. Utility cables are draped across the broken pavement
of former access roads, retired facilities and residences are unsecured and collapsing, and
trash is scattered throughout the site from the retreat of its last occupants. It is possible
that the expense of properly disposing and securing these elements will far exceed the
development costs of new park facilities and trails.
The concept below shows a potential approach for an expanded trail system at
Charlestown in three broad zones.
Zone A captures the
campground and much of
the existing paths and
trailheads. Within Zone
A it is suggested that the
existing paths be
reconfigured into a larger
stacked loop singletrack
system that includes 3-4
miles of true familyfriendly “green” trails,
and the system be
improved to provide for
shared use for walkers
and bicyclists.
Zone B is a new shareduse stacked loop system
in the south of the
property served by a new
trailhead located along
Waterline Road.
Occupying a more
modest footprint than A,
Zone B will likely total 68 miles of “green” and
“blue” style trail. Of
particular interest in
Zone B is the dam and
resulting wetland along Jenny Lind Run. Zone B is the most challenged by
deteriorating infrastructure (staff housing, public utilities, armory structures).
December 29, 2013
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Zone C, north of Fourteenmile Creek and including Rose Island, could be created as
a special use area, highlighting backcountry and/or solitude experiences that match
its isolation from the majority of developed park infrastructure.
Care should be taken in all Zones to avoid sensitive areas and to minimize trail density.
This will help preserve the sense of place and best highlight the area’s natural beauty and
history. All Zones are linked via connecting segments to create a single larger perimeter
circumnavigation of the park for visitors looking for a longer trail experience.
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Cherokee and Seneca Parks: A Community Model
Cherokee and Seneca Parks are located just east of downtown Louisville along the
popular Bardstown Road commercial and residential corridor. Both Olmsted Parks,
Cherokee was designed by Frederick Law Olmsted in 1891. Comprised of approximately
400 acres that drape across the hills surrounding Beargrass Creek, the signature feature of
the original design is 2.4-mile Scenic Loop parkway with dedicated lanes for pedestrians
and (now motor) vehicles.
Seneca Park is adjacent and connected to Cherokee. Designed in 1928, it was the last
park created for Louisville by the Olmsted firm. Approximately 300 acres and with a
more formal structured design, the signature feature at Seneca is a pro-level 18-hole golf
course.
Today, the parks provide backyard recreation to one of the most desirable neighborhoods
in Louisville. Facilities for the full range of ball sports are available, as well specialty
recreation like archery and disc golf.
Roughly circumnavigating the two parks is a collection of natural surface single and
doubletrack trails. A savvy park visitor can assemble a loop of almost 10 miles. Foot,
bicycle, and equestrian users share many of the trails. Despite being the most heavily
used trails in the area, they are in good condition as a result of successfully shared
maintenance responsibility between Metro Parks, Olmsted Parks Conservancy, and
citizen trail organizations. In these ways, Cherokee and Seneca are a model of the power
of a trail community making a positive impact, one that could be duplicated in other
parks throughout the region.
Areas for improvement at Cherokee and Seneca relate to wayfinding and depth-ofexperience. The trails often run near the perimeter of the parks and with frequent
crossings of the numerous park roads, so there are dozens of locations where one can start
their trail adventure in the park. Adding to the complication are missing and incomplete
blazing and signage schemes and no comprehensive official map of the trail system.
First-time visitors often find themselves depending on the kindness of experienced users
for hints to navigate the system successfully.
Suggested wayfinding improvements include the identification of distinct primary
trailheads featuring comprehensive official maps, with a blazing scheme that
compliments the developed trailheads. Given the numerous segments and road
crossings, rather than blazing trails with unique colors, it may be more effective to
identify select popular routes for users.
The trails at Cherokee and Seneca are best described as providing a single experience
best suited for more experienced and fit visitors. This is in part a function of the system
itself – a collection of legacy trails, formalized socially-created paths, and official
reroutes created by volunteers but tailored to appeal to their more-developed fitness and
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skills. As a result, first-time visitors may find themselves frustrated by the challenge or
struggling to catch their breath, let alone lost in the woods.
Modest additions and modifications could transform the system into a stacked loop
model of easier and more-challenging segments. Since many users start their visit
out of their back door and walk or ride to the park, a potential approach is to make
trails on the perimeter of the park family-friendly or “green.” Trail sections in the
interior of the parks could be left in their existing and more challenging native state.
Given the urban setting and opportunities presented by the landscape, upwards of
50% of the trails could be set aside as “easier”.

	
  
Cherokee…	
  Yesterday	
  
	
  

	
  
Cherokee…	
  Today	
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E.P. Tom Sawyer State Park: Trails For Outer Louisville
Established in 1971 and located 15 miles northeast of the city center on the site of a
former state hospital, it seems like only yesterday that rolling fields surrounded the 570acre E.P. Tom Sawyer State Park. No longer, as E.P Tom Sawyer today is hemmed in on
all sides by single-family homes.
E.P. Tom Sawyer is best described as a “recreation” park. The majority of the footprint is
filled with a full range of active recreation facilities. The Activities Center features an
Olympic-sized swimming pool and gym/weight room, plus indoor courts for badminton,
basketball, and volleyball. Traditional ball sports are supported by 12 lighted tennis
courts, 10 soccer fields, and three lighted softball fields. More cerebral pursuits are
available from the Louisville Astronomical Society, whose “Urban Astronomy Center” is
hosted in a building at the park.
In response to the changing needs of the surrounding communities, the Commonwealth
of Kentucky and the Tom Sawyer Park Foundation constructed the Sawyer Hayes
Community Center in 2009. Located in the undeveloped south of the park, the Center
provides valuable programing and public meeting space to area residents.
E.P. Tom Sawyer has a history of hosting world-class competitive cross-country running
events. The course typically winds through the fields and meadows on the north end of
the park, and on average, 8-10 races are staged at E.P. Tom Sawyer each fall. An
indication of the quality of the site and of the State Park’s support, in 2012 the Louisville
Cardinals sponsored the NCAA Division-1 Cross Country National Championship at the
park.

	
  
Derby	
  City	
  BMX	
  hosts	
  programming,	
  including	
  clinics	
  

E.P. Tom Sawyer is a premier
outdoor location in the
Louisville metro area for
wheeled users via Derby City
BMX, where BMX, or “bicycle
motocross,” has deep roots.
The track has hosted numerous
national level competitions and
receives support from the
governing body of the sport,
USABMX. Local riders have a
full slate of events from April
to October, with races and
practice sessions available
every week.

While Tom Sawyer currently
hosts two natural surface paths, the paths have not kept pace with demands of new
area residents nor risen to the level of other park facilities. The wilder southern
December 29, 2013
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reaches of the park provide opportunities to upgrade natural surface trail offerings.
The valley created by Goose Creek provides terrain ideal for easier trails appealing
to the families that are today’s park neighbors. New trails would expand “outdoor
classroom” opportunities for programming at the Sawyer Hayes Center.
Construction and maintenance of an expanded trail system could be leveraged to
help parks better manage invasive honeysuckle found in the proposed footprint.

Potential E.P. Tom Sawyer Natural Surface Trail Footprint

Expanded natural surface trail offerings would leverage the existing trailhead
development along North Hurstbourne Parkway. To maximize synergy with existing
programming and facilities, a second trailhead near the Derby City BMX track is
suggested. This internal trailhead might potentially be augmented with
complimentary bicycle-focused amenities, such as a pump track and dirt jumps,
that could serve as a bridge to draw BMX enthusiasts on to trails and as a different
park experience.
In a similar vein, any new natural surface trail development should happen in
consultation with the competitive cross country community to ensure changes do not
disrupt their historic use of the park. It would be ideal to configure select portions of
an expanded trail system to expand their options for routing courses.
16
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Intermezzo: Trail Progression
Many park visitors never leave their vehicles. Most of those who do, stay close to
developed facilities. For those few who leave their comfort zone and enter the
backcountry, provide opportunities to experience it, immerse one’s self in it, to be
challenged by it. A range of trails that provide a full progression of challenges &
experiences only compliment protected open-space.
(Patapsco Valley State Park, image courtesy of Joe Foley)
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Eva Bandman MTB Skills Park: Specialized Facilities in the Urban Core
In the early 2000s, Metro Parks set the standard for public skateboarding facilities with
the opening of the Louisville Extreme Park. Designed and constructed in partnership with
the skateboarding community, Extreme Park features over 40,000 square feet of
progressive concrete and wood skating surface, including a 24’ full pipe. Open free of
charge seven days a week from 6 a.m. to 11 p.m., the park offers sessions for both skating
and bicycle enthusiasts. A testament to the city’s commitment to the sport, even a
highway expansion will not close the park – Kentucky Highways will pay to move,
reconfigure, and preserve Extreme Park in the course of rebuilding the Interstate 64/65
interchange starting in 2013.
In 2009, Metro Parks raised the bar for specialized facilities again with the creation of a
dedicated cyclocross course at neighboring Eva Bandman Park. Cyclocross is a
specialized form of bicycle competition that blends elements of both road and mountain
bicycling. The first of its kind in the United States, the Eva Bandman course has already
hosted national- and international-level events, including in 2013 the first running of the
UCI World Cyclocross Championship
to occur outside of continental Europe.
An investment of $125,000 from
Louisville for the Eva Bandman
facility is already projected to have
returned approximately $3 million for
the UCI event alone.
Seeking to build on the success of
Extreme Park and Eva Bandman,
Metro Parks staff are considering a
third dedicated facility along River
Road. A suggested possibility is an
urban mountain bike skills park on
property across River Road from
Eva Bandman Park on either bank
of Beargrass Creek.

	
  
Frisco	
  Bike	
  Park	
  provides	
  a	
  model	
  for	
  Eva	
  Bandman	
  

A mountain bike skills park typically contains specialized trails and facilities to help
bicyclists hone technical skills that make riding in the backcountry safer and more
enjoyable. These skills include better handling and bike control, alternative techniques
for maintaining momentum, and gaining comfort when the wheels leave the ground.
Typical elements of a mountain bike skills park include skills stations (rock and log
obstacles), pump tracks, and dirt jumps. Skills parks are gaining popularity in municipal
parks around throughout the US. Two recent examples relevant in scale and type to an
Eva Bandman site are Frisco Bike Park (Town of Frisco, CO) and Rockburn Branch
Skills Park (Howard County Recreation and Parks, MD).
18
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In addition to the synergy with the cyclocross course and Extreme Park, the property
across River Road from Eva Bandman is at the crossroads of multiple multi-modal
pathways and the Louisville Loop.
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Fort Duffield Park: Historic Interpretation Through Trails
In the early 2000s, a few Louisville mountain bikers turned their volunteer energies
toward Fort Duffield in Hardin County, south of metro Louisville. The efforts yielded 10
miles of natural surface trails, eight miles available for bicycling.
Historic Fort Duffield is an earthwork fortification on the bluffs of Pearlman Hill,
overlooking the Ohio River at its confluence with the Salt River. Union forces
constructed it in late 1861, when the status of Kentucky and the Ohio River valley was in
question. The unique topography allowed a limited force to command both rivers and
protect vital supply lines to Elizabethtown. At full force, over 900 soldiers managing 10
artillery pieces staffed Fort Duffield. However, Union advances made its defensive
relevance brief and the fort was obsolete less than a year after its completion. Today, Fort
Duffield is on the National Register of Historic Places. The earthworks, while degraded
by natural forces, are relatively intact and provide a backdrop for Civil War reenactments
and living history event each summer.
Created and maintained by experienced riders, today’s Fort Duffield trails are aerobically
challenging and technically rugged. As such, they are particularly appealing to more
experienced trail users, especially bicyclists from nearby US Army Base/Fort Knox who
leverage the routes to hone their fitness and agility. Casual users and those wishing to
learn more about the history of the area via trails are left wanting. Potential trail
improvements at Fort Duffield focus on addressing these shortcomings.
Successful trail systems are often described as stacked loop networks, collections of trails
that offer a progression of
challenges and are configured to
allow visitors to easily select the
experience desired. The steep
terrain that gives Fort Duffield its
historic relevance makes providing
an easier trail experience more
complicated but not impossible.
The red trail circumnavigating
the property could be selectively
rerouted and re-graded to ease
the climbs and descents, and the
tread could be widened to make
	
  
it more inviting to young and old
Waymarking	
  at	
  Fort	
  Duffield	
  Shows	
  an	
  MTB	
  Influence	
  
new trail users. Passing closest to
the historic earthworks,
revamping the red trail would be an ideal opportunity to partner with The Friends
of Fort Duffield to enhance with interpretive signage and stations to better
communicate the history of the area.
20
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Many of the most popular trails at Fort Duffield do not interact with its history at all and
are purely recreational. While they may start near the embattlements, they are configured
as bicycle-focused downhill trails, with many of their users are looking for adrenaline
alone. Born out of the labor of more experienced riders, they are uniformly challenging
and have a high barrier to entry. Potential improvements to Fort Duffield’s gravity
trails include shifting the starting points away from historic areas to better respect
the historic values of the park, and expanding the depth-of-experience of these trails
to provide a progression of opportunities and allow less experienced riders improve
their skills. These enhancements can make the system more popular and reduce
risk. Formalizing maintenance standards will provide guidance on monitoring any
constructed elements, proper fabrication techniques, and the decision process to
determine when a structure should be retired.
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Iroquois Park: Reclaiming Former Glory
No park in Louisville incites passion quite like Iroquois. Originally known as “Burnt
Knob,” the initial land purchase by Louisville Mayor Charles Jacob in 1888 has long
been rumored to have been illegal. After an initial attempt at creating a public park was
erased from the property by floods, Frederick Law Olmsted was invited to share his
opinion on the potential of the rocky promontory. It was this visit to what was renamed
Iroquois Park that initiated the Olmsted firm’s long affiliation with Louisville. Described
by early park visitor’s as Kentucky’s own Yellowstone, Iroquois is one of only two
“mountain” parks that bear
Olmsted’s imprint.
Olmsted’s original vision for the
park followed a theme of “scenic
preservation” that encouraged
experiences that highlighted the
natural ruggedness of the park and
delivered visitors to its dramatic
vistas of Louisville. “Summit
Field,” the large meadow at the
upper reaches of the park, is an
original feature of Olmsted’s
	
   design, as are the now-paved
Uppill and Rundill Roads. Bridle
Timber	
  Stairs	
  Along	
  a	
  Fall-‐Line	
  Trail	
  Undermined	
  by	
  
paths and pedestrian walkways
Unmanaged	
  Runoff	
  
supply additional circulation
through the park. Over the years, additional facilities have been layered onto the original
vision, some with more success than others. Most notable is the Depression-era WPAconstructed Iroquois Amphitheater.
The existing trail network in the park echos the historic intent of the Olmsted plan. A
lowland Bridle Trail and upland forest path roughly circumnavigate the park and its
rocky promontory. Existing paths – some planned, many social-created, most
unsustainably aligned – connect the two circuits. Attempts to manage the challenged
alignments, rustic stairs and stonework, are scattered throughout the trail system in
various states of disrepair. The network is served by modest trailheads and parking areas
dispersed around the park periphery. A now-shuttered public stable once formally served
the Bridle Trail.
As facilities to meet new demands have been added to the park, usually at the popular
day-use area on its eastern boundary along New Cut Road, the trail system has suffered.
For example, to accommodate the expansion of the Iroquois Amphitheatre, a number of
disc golf course holes now overlay the Bridle Trail corridor, increasing the likelihood of
user conflicts on busy summer afternoons.
22
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The initial destruction of Iroquois facilities that led to Olmsted’s role in Louisville was
prescient. To this day, natural forces work to degrade park infrastructure. Unintended
consequences of disparate management decisions over the 100-year history of the park,
combined with deferred maintenance, have only exacerbated the problems. As reported in
Iroquois’ 1996 Master Plan, unmanaged storm water runoff leveraging poorly aligned
historic and socially generated roads, pathways, and gullies are gradually undermining
the entire park infrastructure.

Sustainability Analysis of Historic Olmsted Trail Plan
Orange: Sustainable, Pink: Unsustainable
(map courtesy of Spectrum Trail Design)
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The public has noticed the decline of the park. An informal group, Restore Iroquois Park,
formed in 2012 and quickly gathered over 1,500 supporters. KyMBA-Louisville, a
mountain bicycling and trail advocacy organization in Kentuckiana, contracted with a
professional trail consultant, Spectrum Trail Design, to evaluate current conditions at
Iroquois and offer suggestions for improving trails and drainage issues across the
property. This report endorses the findings of Spectrum Trail Design.
Every successful trail system rests on a foundation of passionate volunteers. To
maximize this support, a reimagined Iroquois trail system should be primarily
shared-use, available to all “muscle-powered” users (foot traffic, bicycle,
equestrian). The core perimeter trails corridors developed by the Olmsteds are
sound. A redeveloped system enhances the sustainable historic circumnavigating
trails by replacing fall-line top-to-bottom routes with rolling contour climbs and
descents. Obsoleted paths are aggressively reclaimed to reintroduce sheetflow of
runoff in areas where the trails themselves are the primary vector for erosion and
damage to park infrastructure. In its ultimate form, any trail improvements are
accompanied by an update to the park’s drainage infrastructure, such as the one
detailed in the most-recent Master Plan.

Iroquois Trail System Reimagined
(map courtesy of Spectrum Trail Design)
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Intermezzo: Connections
The Louisville Loop is the longest and most well known trail connection planned for the
region, although there are more in mind. Connect and leverage them whenever possible.
Use the Louisville Loop, Olmsted Parkways, and proposed Southwest Passage (linking
Iroquois, Waverly, and beyond), to turn a 5-mile trail into a 50-mile adventure.
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Jefferson Memorial Forest: Urban Wilderness for Kentuckiana
Managed by Metro Parks’ Natural Lands Division, Jefferson Memorial Forest (JMF) is
the largest municipal urban forest in the United States at over 6,400 areas. While outside
of the historic trail circulation centered on the Olmsted parks and their parkways system,
the Louisville Loop – the 21st Century’s evolution of the parkways – when completed
will make JMF’s urban wilderness more available to Kentuckiana.
Today, activity at JMF centers on a number of small developed areas. Even though access
is limited to registered guests, as host to JMF’s environmental mission, the Horine
Reservation area sees the largest share of park activities. Metro Parks’ ECHO program,
the anchor of JMF’s education program, gives Louisville fourth graders an opportunity to
have substantive outdoor experiences, including scientific discovery, exploring the forest,
and even camping. Horine Reservation also hosts JMF’s modest camping facilities,
featuring seven family and four group sites.
Joining the Horine Reservation on the eastern
edge of the forest are the Tom Wallace and
Paul Yost Recreation Areas. Tom Wallace is a
traditional day-use facility featuring a modest
lake and picnic shelters. Unique to Tom
Wallace is the ADA-accessible Tulip Tree
Trail, making it possible for all of a family’s
generations to enjoy a wander in the forest.
Paul Yost caters primarily to the equestrian
community.

	
  
Scott’s	
  Gap	
  Trail	
  

Horine, Tom Wallace, and Paul Yost are all
centered on the historic schoolhouse that
serves as JMF’s Welcome Center. Head west
from any of these sites into the heart of JMF,
and its dominant wild character takes over.
The only other developed area, Scotts Gap, is
on the forest’s western edge and consists of a
modest gravel parking lot and trailhead
overlooking a meadow and small pond.
Trails and Jefferson Memorial Forest:
Existing Conditions

A 30-mile trail system is the primary recreation opportunity at JMF. Horine, Tom
Wallace, Paul Yost, and Scotts Gap each host a modest network of loops centered on
their respective developed area. Long-legged visitors seek out the Siltstone Trail, a sevenmile traverse of JMF linking the Tom Wallace and Scotts Gap areas.
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Many of the trails at JMF are in a degraded condition. This can be attributed to their
alignment in the landscape. Sustainable trails generally follow the contours of the land,
utilize grades appropriate to the local soils, and include frequent grade reversals to shed
water. JMF’s problematic trails tend to follow alignments that climb/descend the steepest
parts of the landscape, and as a result are heavily eroded and incised. It is not possible to
fix these segments that follow the fall line. While efforts like installing log waterbars can
forestall some erosion, these measures are only temporary and create a new set of
problems of their own.
As a result of their fall line orientation, trails at JMF tend to be extremely challenging.
The steep climbs require a high level of aerobic fitness to negotiate and the loose eroded
character of many segments technically challenges even those who are most fit.
A notable exception to these conditions is the trail system in the Paul Yost Recreation
Area. Paul Yost has undergone recent redevelopment, including improvements to its
trails. Numerous problematic legacy fall line and low-lying sections have been replaced
with new trails that embody sustainable trail principles. Even under heavier equestrian
use, they hold up better than poorly aligned foot traffic-only segments that see far fewer
visits. This is a great example as trail improvements are considered in other areas of the
park on the power of proper design regardless of modality or traffic levels.

Sustainable Trails – Reduce Both Impacts to the Resource and Maintenance Efforts

Trails and Jefferson Memorial Forest: Suggested Improvements
Natural Lands Division’s mission within Metro Parks is to offer the highest quality
outdoor recreation, nature-based education, and resource management. To quote the
December 29, 2013
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Division’s webpage: “Our philosophy is that outdoor recreation, environmental
education, and resource management should support and compliment one another.”
Current conditions and policies at JMF mesh poorly with this mission. Unsustainable
trails provide a substandard experience and their continued erosion unnecessarily impacts
forest resources. Management policies that restrict equestrian access and prohibit bicycle
use of natural surface trails altogether do not appear to represent the “highest quality
outdoor recreation.”

Trail Plan from Jefferson Memorial Forest 2009 Master Plan
(map courtesy of Louisville Metro Parks)

A 2009 Master Plan for JMF confirms these findings and lays out a phased approach for
trail improvements, including additional shared-use opportunities. There are three
specific Master Plan comments that this report encourages be reexamined before
implementation:

28

•

The 2009 plan encourages separate trails for different modalities. Even on 6,000
acres, creating unique trail networks for each muscle-powered user group results
in unnecessary impacts and redundant facilities for both the trails themselves and
their support infrastructure such as parking, kiosks, and trailheads.

•

The plan misinterprets trail texts to suggest 52” tread widths as a minimum. Such
a large width will likely impact the forest canopy. While not intuitive, wider
shared trails can exacerbate user conflicts by encouraging higher speed
differentials between modalities. Building singletrack of between 18” and 40” is
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an established specification for shared-use natural surface trail that minimizes
impacts to the landscape.
•

While accepted sustainable trail guideline would indicate that the lion’s share of
JMF’s terrain, featuring 20% to 60% sideslopes, is ideal for natural surface trails,
the Master Plan states the opposite.

This report encourages an embrace of JMF’s wild character and a focus on
recreation built on shared-use singletrack trails. Sustainable singletrack trails “fit”
into the landscape, following curvilinear routes that both shed water and encourage
discovery. One advantage of singletrack is the moderation of speeds between different
modalities. Narrow backcountry singletrack is eminently shareable by foot traffic,
equestrians, and bicyclists and provides maximum experiences of the wilds of JMF while
minimizing resource impacts.
The 2009 Master Plan indicates the need to provide the opportunity to fully explore the
forest via trails. Today, the Siltstone Trail provides the only route for visitors to explore
the greater forest without resorting to their motor vehicle. At a minimum, the Siltstone
should become a loop, with a new spur allowing visitors to travel between Tom
Wallace and Scotts Gap, and return via a different route. The Siltstone Trail can be
turned into a primitive backcountry loop of sustainable singletrack with the
construction of new trail and rehabilitation of incorrectly aligned legacy routes.
Complimenting an expanded Siltstone Trail would be a network of singletrack trail
loops at each developed area. Establishing the Siltstone Trail as a primitive (black)
trail baseline, the loops at each facility will provide easier (green) and intermediate
(blue) opportunities. Whether for visitors who are new to the forest or for those who
only have time for a short exploration, the reconfigured trails at Tom Wallace and
Scotts Gap will allow a user to progress their fitness and technique to the point
where they feel comfortable taking on the Siltstone Trail loop.
While it is suggested that the majority of the reconfigured trail system at JMF be
shared-use for all muscle-powered users, single-use trails still have their place.
Interpretive trails by the Environmental Center would allow visitors to learn about
the forest via educational signage and displays in addition to experiencing it. A
dedicated equestrian loop by a trailhead tailored for that use allows new enthusiasts
to learn to properly care for and control their mount before taking it into the
greater public space.
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Jefferson Memorial Forest/Moreman’s Hill: Trail Laboratory for JMF
The 2009 Jefferson Memorial Forest Master Plan proposed Moreman’s Hill as a location
for significant trail development. The site holds the potential to be the “trail laboratory”
for sustainable shared-use singletrack that could then be duplicated throughout the forest.
The Moreman’s Hill area of JMF is located in its northwest corner, bounded by the Gene
Snyder Freeway and Blevins Gap Road. While a portion of the 886-acre parcel includes
old farmlands and homesteads, it contains mostly sharp rocky crags and ridges separated
by deep dramatic valleys and draped with hardwood forest. Unauthorized ATV
enthusiasts today dominate use of Moreman’s Hill. There are no official facilities or
amenities at the site.
Moreman’s Hill
Trails/Master Plan
Approach:
Separated Systems
By Modality
The Louisville Loop
is planned to cross
JMF through the
Moreman’s Hill
parcel in order to
leverage an existing
unused underpass of
the Gene Snyder
Freeway available
along its northern
boundary. Taking
advantage of this
new access corridor,
the 2009 JMF
Master Plan calls
for significant new
trail development at
Moreman’s Hill.
	
  
Using the Louisville
Jefferson	
  Memorial	
  Forest,	
  Moreman’s	
  Hill	
  Area	
  
Loop as a barrier, it
is recommended to
separate equestrian and mountain bike areas to the east and the west. The Master Plan
suggests that these trails be a minimum of 52” wide, although this would either greatly
reduce the areas suitable for new pathways or result in significant resource impacts to
Moreman’s Hill’s unique geography and landscape.
30
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Moreman’s Hill Trails/Alternative Approach: Passive Self-Selection of Experience
This report provides an alternative vision. Rather than actively separating users by
modality, it is recommended to create a range of opportunities with a collection of
shared-use stacked loops that allow users to self-select the experience they desire,
regardless of modality. These loops will create a progression of experiences and
challenges as users explore them more deeply. Individual segments must provide
consistent and expected experiences, similar to a well-designed ski trail system, with
a collection of easier (green), more challenging (blue), and most challenging (black)
trails.
Wider more gradual “green” singletrack will be appeal to youth on their first bicycle or
pony alike, and a more experienced visitor will enjoy the opportunity to challenge their
ability to control their mount on a “black” trail regardless of whether it has wheels or
hoofs. Modest passive segregation where most effective (at gathering and departure
areas) are easily accomplished via multiple trailhead areas, each with amenities
targeted at a specific group (e.g. pull-through parking for horse enthusiasts, and
pumptracks or skills areas for mountain bikers).
Regardless of approach, there
remain challenges to any trail
development in Moreman’s
Hill. While a significant
number of visitors are likely to
access the area via the
Louisville Loop, most will
drive to the new trails.
Trailhead amenities and
parking lots often require a
larger investment then the
natural surface trail network
itself. The area also has
irregular property boundaries
that do not interact well with
the slopes and valleys. A final
	
  
challenge is that Metro Parks
Stacked	
  Loop	
  Trail	
  System	
  –	
  Helps	
  Make	
  It	
  Easy	
  For	
  Visitors	
  To	
  
does not currently own all the
Select	
  The	
  Most	
  Appropriate	
  Experience	
  
land it needs to link the
Louisville Loop. However,
these challenges are few and easily surmountable in light of the potential of Moreman’s
Hill.
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McNeely Lake Park: “Do Not Let Perfect Be The Enemy Of Good”
McNeely Lake Park is located in the southern reaches of Metro Louisville, south of the
Gene Snyder Freeway, near the communities of Hillview and Heritage Creek. It is an
extremely diverse park, with amenities ranging from 27 holes of golf, a radio-controlled
aircraft landing strip, athletic fields, equestrian trails centered on a stable, and more. Of
particular note is the namesake lake, a 46-acre body with a boat ramp and accessible pier
managed for fishing for the city by the Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife
(KDFW). Even though the park is one of the largest in the city system at almost 750
acres, it feels much smaller because the facilities are disjointed – a visitor has to resort to
driving around the park perimeter to sample the various activities.
With the Louisville Loop planned to pass through the heart of the park in an upcoming
phase as a backdrop, Metro Parks completed a Master Plan for McNeely in 2012.
Improved connectivity and increased trail opportunities were at the top of the list of
community feedback and planners responded with concepts that leverage the Louisville
Loop as a multi-modal trunk providing connectivity to the park’s various facilities.
Branching from this trunk are new paths that allow visitors to experience the beauty of
the area while under their own power, rather than resorting to their automobile. Some
family members could enjoy a hike or bike ride over to the lake for an hour of fishing,
while others compete in a soccer tournament.

Pennsylvania Run Cascade – Unreachable By The Typical Park Visitor
32
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This report encourages Metro Parks to embrace the ideas of shared-use and
singletrack as they further develop implementation details for any new trails.
Positioned along the Louisville Loop halfway between Jefferson Memorial Forest and the
Parklands at Floyds Fork, McNeely Lake is going to be discovered by a much larger
community than knows it today, arriving by bike, foot, and horse. A primarily shareduse collection of park trails will allow all of these new visitors the opportunity to
enjoy McNeely. The inherent “traffic calming” nature of singletrack lowers the various
modalities’ average speeds and makes it easier for them to share the greater system.
Selective single-use segments along the lakeshore for walkers and fishermen, and
immediately adjacent to the stables for equestrians, provide use-specific access for
those who need it while leaving the majority of the mileage available to all.

2012 Master Plan Trails Proposal
(map courtesy of Louisville Metro Parks)

In addition to expanding the trail network, it is important for any redevelopment to
include revising and rehabilitating the existing paths. The majority of trails today are
linked to the stable area. The trails, better described as roads due to their width, are for
the most part incorrectly aligned and degrading. A quick survey shows many to be
surfaced with gravel, in part to compensate for their chronic erosion (fall line alignment)
or soggy condition (flat low-lying alignment). This is especially troubling for segments
adjacent to the shoreline where eroding soil goes directly into the lake. Redesigning and
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reconstructing these trails to be sustainable will make the stable more appealing to
beginner riders as well as increase the capacity of the facility.
The key recommendation of this report is for a version of the Master Plan
improvements to be implemented as soon as possible. Improving McNeely Lake
Park should precede the arrival of the Louisville Loop, so that the park will be
prepared to accommodate the influx of new visitors.
Over the course of evaluating trail opportunities in Kentuckiana, it appears that for almost
every park or forest there exists an up-to-date Trail Plan or Master Plan. These plans are
uniformly thorough, thoughtful, and ambitious, but with few exceptions, all seem to share
the same fate. Rather than breathing life into their respective parks, they take up space on
a shelf, unimplemented.
Natural surface trails often rank highly as a requested improvements and are also among
the most cost-effective to implement, especially at parks that already feature trailhead
amenities like parking lots or bathrooms. At McNeely, funding for a few key crossings
would unlock the potential for the entire proposed expanded trail system. “Do not let
perfect be the enemy of good” – in this example, a “good” pre-engineered fiberglass
bridge available with today’s funding is better than a “perfect” stacked-stone structure in
some far-off budget future.

Sample Bridge Proposals From McNeely Lake Park Master Plan

34
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Intermezzo: Shared, Preferred, and Single-Use
In an area as densely populated as Louisville, shared-use trails are the best approach to
meet the escape and recreation demands on the limited open space. Preferred-use trails,
still shared but targeted toward the desired experience of a particular group, address a
specific need while still welcoming the larger population of visitors. Single-use trails
acknowledge that dedicated areas or trails best accommodate some needs. These needs
may be driven by experience goals or unique modality qualities. Examples include
solitude trails and equestrian jump facilities. For bicyclists, this may be a skills park or a
directional “flow” trail.
(BLM King Range National Conservation Area/Tolkan Bike Skills Park, image courtesy of Jason Barnes)
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Otter Creek Outdoor Recreation Area: Kentuckiana’s Original MTB
Destination
Even though it is located outside of the metro area, Otter Creek has long been associated
with Louisville. Located downstream from downtown along the banks of the Ohio River,
its 2,600 acres (originally known as Otter Creek Park) were managed by Louisville Metro
Parks after being gifted to the city by the US government in 1947. Its distant location and
budget difficulties led to the park’s closure in 2009. The property was taken over by
Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife (KDFW) and reopened in 2011 in a reduced
capacity as Otter Creek Outdoor Recreation Area.
In the 1990s, Otter Creek became the “must visit” location for mountain biking in the
Louisville area. A search of trail guides from the era frequently has Otter Creek ranked as
the premier riding location. At the time, mountain bike access was discouraged at parks
closer to the metro area, but tolerated at distant Otter Creek. With trails spanning over
2,000 acres, it was worth the drive for Louisville-based riders.
Conditions have since changed. When Otter Creek was closed in the mid-2000s, the
Louisville mountain bicycling community capitalized on opportunities to improve trails
closer to the metro area core. In 2011, Otter Creek reopened under the stewardship of
KDFW, and Louisville riders were confronted with the prospect of driving past Waverly
Park, Fort Duffield, and maybe other now MTB-friendly trails, to reach Otter Creek.
Even more detrimental to interest in Otter Creek is a new fee structure. “High impact
visitors,” including mountain bikers, are required to pay an additional $7 fee per visit on
top of the new $3 gate fee. The experience at Otter Creek did not compare to the newer
sustainable trails, and most mountain bicyclists chose to ride elsewhere than to pay $10 to
ride a network of traditional-style, storm-damaged trails that sat fallow for years with
little volunteer maintenance.
However, recent setbacks do not change the immense potential of Otter Creek. The Otter
Creek Valley and its views of the Ohio River are still an immense open space that allows
visitors the opportunity to explore in the woods all day long.
KDFW can reclaim Otter Creek’s place as a trail destination by embracing the
current fee structure and making a commensurate investment into the area’s
infrastructure. Since reopening, park hours are restricted to Wednesday through Sunday
and provide access to only a subset of the existing facilities. The Nature and Conference
Centers and overnight cabins remain shuttered. When reopening the park, Kentucky
Governor Steve Beshear expressed the goal of turning Otter Creek into an outdoor
recreation center and a training ground for the next generation of hunters and anglers – by
renovating and reopening these Centers to cater to the hook and bullet communities, this
goal can be accomplished.
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Otter Creek Outdoor Recreation Area - Trails
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Otter Creek Outdoor Recreation Area Trail System
(map courtesy of Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife)

Otter Creek’s trail network should be renovated and expanded to include at least 30
miles of quality sustainable trail. Given the scale of the property, it is feasible to
compliment a larger shared-use network with spurs and loops that target specific
user groups – for instance, specific trailheads and/or campgrounds with amenities
geared toward equestrian or mountain bike communities.
While the development needs to be planned and deliberate, infrastructure already exists at
Otter Creek that can minimize the financial investment needed, as the most expensive
components of any park development (roads, campgrounds, bathrooms, and other hard
facilities) are already in place. Bringing the campgrounds and trailheads up-to-date and
improving and expanding the soft facilities that leverage the existing hard infrastructure
will make Otter Creek a place to once again spend a weekend in Kentuckiana.
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The Parklands at Floyds Fork: Continuing The Olmsted Vision
21st Century Parks is rediscovering the past. While working on his Louisville parks
masterpiece, Frederick Law Olmsted turned his attention to the lands outside of the city
center. He knew it was only a matter of time that Louisville would grow to meet and
encompass his signature parks and greenways.
Now, in 2013, the Floyds Fork watershed encompasses the last large expanse of
undeveloped space within the bounds of Metro Louisville, but the recent economic
success of the area sees suburbia inching closer every day. Like Olmsted, 21st Century
Parks is protecting the future now by acquiring over 4,000 acres
of land and establishing The Parklands at Floyds Fork. Learning
from Olmsted, they are preserving upwards of 80% of the area in
its natural condition, taking special care to maintain intact forest
blocks and watersheds to benefit the range of rare and threatened
species that call the area home. Improved areas feature best-inclass designs and construction techniques to compliment the
native landscapes. Once completed, a lasting public-private
partnership will ensure the long-term success and upkeep of the
lands and facilities, freeing Floyds Fork from the fiscal
rollercoaster that plagues many municipal park systems,
including Louisville Metro Parks.
As at Olmsted’s Louisville parks, trails will play a special role at
Floyds Fork, providing the best, most direct way for visitors to
connect with nature. Trails will mesh with the modern recreation
community, with a complete planned network of “blueway”
water and “greenway” surface trails. Paddler access, or
“blueway” trailheads, are planned along the entire length of the
namesake watercourse inside the park. Surface trails of every
shape and size are included in the Floyds Fork Master Plan. 21st
Century Parks has taken responsibility for the design and
construction of the segment of the Louisville Loop that runs
north-south through the entirety of the park. Serving as a trunk, a
range of other trails spur off of the Louisville Loop in each
developed area in Floyds Fork. Other hard surface trails lead to
fixed facilities, narrow paths take anglers to ideal fishing holes,
and solitude paths encourage escape through quiet glades.
	
  
The	
  Parklands	
  at	
  
Floyds	
  Fork	
  
(map	
  courtesy	
  of	
  21st	
  
Century	
  Parks)	
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The mountain bike community in particular is well served by the
trail plans at Floyds Fork. An analysis of riding opportunities in
Kentuckiana reveals gaps in the types of experiences available.
With the developments at Broad and Turkey Runs, Floyds Fork
will go a long way in filling two of these needs – trails catering
to entry-lever riders or those wishing to progress their skills and
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fitness, and purpose-built facilities specifically targeting the mountain bike experience.
The core trail networks at both Broad Run and Turkey Run are based on the stacked loop
concept and feature standalone vertically integrated systems that provide opportunities to
progress from your very first scoot-bike all the way to most technically skilled and
experienced enthusiast.
Worthy of special attention is the proposed bike park at the Silo Center in Turkey
Run. Bike parks are collections of trails focused solely on creating the most fun possible
on wheels. Single-use and usually single-direction, the ideal bike park focuses on gravity
for propulsion, minimizing the need for pedaling, to the extent that some parks offer
uplift capabilities to maximize the number of runs possible. While fast growing, bike
parks are still a relatively new park amenity. The current state-of-the-art public bike park
is City of Boulder, CO’s Valmont Bike Park. With a footprint that offers more vertical
and varied terrain than Valmont, 21st Century Parks has made it their goal to set a new
standard for public
bike parks at the
Silo Center.
Another key
shortcoming
revealed in a trail
gap analysis of
bicycling in
Kentuckiana is a
lack of longdistance natural
surface trail
opportunities. While
Jefferson Memorial
Forest offers the
	
  
preeminent
Boulder	
  CO’s	
  Valmont	
  Bike	
  Park	
  is	
  a	
  Benchmark	
  for	
  The	
  Silo	
  Center	
  
opportunity for
(image	
  courtesy	
  of	
  Bob	
  Allen)	
  
backcountry trails in
the area, forest
managers are today not willing to welcome bicycles on their trails. An early version of
the trail plan for Floyds Fork included a north-south natural surface trail option
paralleling the Louisville Loop. Current park construction phasing plans do not show this
trail as an upcoming project. It is strongly suggested that 21st Century Parks include
the proposed long-distance natural surface route in the final design at Floyds Fork.
Not only will it address an identified area trail need, it will make the ongoing
investments in Broad and Turkey Runs and at the Silo Center that much more
valuable by collecting in one greater park development a larger spectrum of the
possible mountain biking experiences.
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Waverly Park: Showing What Is Possible
If elected officials, agency staff, or partner organizations are looking for an example of
what the mountain bicycling and trail volunteer communities are capable of in
Kentuckiana, look no further than Waverly Park.
Since 2010 the Louisville chapter of the Kentucky Mountain Bicycling Association
(KyMBA) in partnership with Metro Parks has been slowly replacing Waverly’s network
of legacy unsustainable doubletrack pathways with new textbook singletrack trails. By
replacing old eroded fall-line routes with rolling contour trails, the new Waverly is
appealing to a larger percentage of park visitors while also reducing the impacts of
sedimentation into area waterways.
When surveying opportunities in Kentuckiana for expanded trail access, land managers
often mention that they cannot maintain the existing trails and have no funding to grow.
The Waverly process demonstrates otherwise. KyMBA was an active partner in the entire
process, proposing the improvements to Metro Parks Natural Lands Division, taking the
lead in the design process, providing sustainable trail expertise not widely available
among agency staff, and rallying skilled volunteer labor to implement designs, including
mechanized trail construction, all at no extra cost to the agency. KyMBA raised all
additional funds needed to
construct the new rolling
contour routes. As for
maintenance, now that
volunteers have invested their
sweat and passion into the new
trails, the club has little
problem generating sufficient
support to maintain them in top
condition.
Pending and suggested
improvements at Waverly
	
  
include continuing the trail
KyMBA	
  Getting	
  It	
  Done	
  At	
  Waverly	
  
replacement process to routes
(image	
  courtesy	
  of	
  KyMBA)	
  
in the north of the park near
the formal entrance along Arnoldtown Road. Although complicated by the
interactions of Waverly’s steep slopes and park boundaries, ideally the next phase of
improvements will result in trails with the more gradual grades inviting to younger
and less-experienced trail enthusiasts. Much of the work to this point, while
significantly less steep than the fall-line routes they replaced, are still relatively steep in
order traverse the terrain while staying inside park property.
Completion of the Southwest Greenway is another suggested priority in improving
Waverly. Existing outside the boundary of the park itself, the Southwest Greenway
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will connect Waverly with Louisville’s greater greenway network via an all-new
connection to Iroquois Park. In its ultimate form, the new greenway extends south,
links into the Louisville Loop near Jefferson Memorial Forest, and creates an
alternate passage from the metro core to southern tier open space at Jefferson and
McNeely Lake via Waverly.
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Intermezzo: Designations
The mountain bicycling community is driven by a desire to preserve and protect our last
great places. Peer-reviewed studies conclude that the impacts of human-powered access
are similar regardless of conveyance; that is, hikers and mountain bikers have a similar
impact. Designating access as a function of appropriate experiences rather than focusing
on modality, the broad base of support of these protections would increase and the
various user groups could unite behind protection efforts.
(Spruce Knob-Seneca NRA, WV, image courtesy of Chris Scott)
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Priorities and Next Steps
The following observations come solely from the perspective of trail development and
management. Ultimate decisions are driven by many other factors, including addressing
broad community needs, costs of development per site, funding sources, and resource
impacts (environment, archeology, heritage).
Short-Term
Short-term priorities seek to create sustainable trail models in a number of locations in
Kentuckiana, fill-in key opportunity gaps, and maintain momentum of existing projects.
Trail development at The Parklands at Floyds Fork is ongoing, with the MTB-focused
projects at Broad & Turkey Runs and the Silo Center scheduled to go to bid in 2014. It
has the best opportunity to establish a process and finished-product model to be
duplicated throughout the region.
E.P. Tom Sawyer State Park is geographically well positioned to leverage the
enthusiasm, and potentially the process, of the Floyds Fork work. Together, these two
developments will fill a key “needs” gap for recreation and trails east of the Metro core.
E.P. Tom Sawyer specifically offers great opportunities to combine easier singletrack
trails with other developed recreation facilities in a way that is particularly appealing to
families. A modest project on its own, its proximity to the larger Floyds Fork effort could
make it more attractive to the profession trail building community.
Waverly Park is already a great success. Continued efforts to compliment the initial trail
improvements with easier trails more appealing to novice visitors will create a great
sustainable trail system model close to the Kentuckiana core on Metro Parks property.
Medium-Term
The passing of each quarter sees additional progress growing Metro Parks’ Louisville
Loop. A number of the parks discussed in this report are along future phases of the route.
Medium-term priorities seek to complete these projects in advance of their segment of
The Loop.
McNeely Lake Park, already possessing parking and sanitary infrastructure and a variety
of complimentary recreational opportunities, is an ideal candidate. Relatively modest
improvements could make it a trail resource for area residents today as funds/support are
developed for the more expensive bridges required to fully realize the park’s trail plan.
Charlestown State Park too is an ideal project to position for development. Located in
Indiana, additional partners and funding opportunities are likely available to allow
progress at the former federal reservation without cannibalizing funding sources and
stakeholder support for ongoing Kentucky-based improvements.
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Jefferson Memorial Forest provides unparalleled backcountry opportunities for
Kentuckiana. The 2009 JMF Master Plan lays out the basic framework for the forest to
fulfill its education, resource protection, and recreation mission. But that framework is
daunting! The Moreman’s Hill component of the plan offers an ideal demonstration
project, isolated so as not to impact existing uses, and is directly along the Louisville
Loop route.
Long-Term
Improvements to the Olmstead Parks in the Kentuckiana core, Cherokee/Seneca and
Iroquois Parks, is an ultimately goal of this vision. To not only enhance their recreation
facilities but also to also make critical environmental protection improvements to ensure
they are available for the next generation. But, as primary venues for open space
recreation in the region, these improvements will be disruptive. Delaying work at
Cherokee/Seneca and at Iroquois until other trail improvements have been made in the
region will create models to share with concerned citizens. Work on other projects also
provide opportunities for Metro Parks to develop techniques and to identify
implementation partners before starting work on the crown jewels of Kentuckiana open
space.
Implementation Suggestions
It is strongly recommended that trail building professionals
play a significant role in design and construction. It is also
strongly recommended that the consultants/contractors be
members of a related professional organization, such as the
Professional Trail Builders Association. These contractors
will understand the specific needs, materials, and techniques
associated with trail building. Trail building contractors have
the vision to bring out the most of these special landscapes.
The use of contractors primarily experienced in landscaping,
road, or general construction is not recommended because
these firms and individuals are not versed in the specific
needs of trail users or how to serve them.
	
  

Over the course of researching this report, various
Members	
  of	
  the	
  PTBA	
  
stakeholders stated the goal of Kentuckiana achieving Ride
Understand	
  the	
  Unique	
  Issues	
  
Center status (IMBA’s Model Trail recognition for largeInvolved	
  in	
  Creating	
  
scale mountain bike facilities that offer something for every
Sustainable	
  Natural	
  Surface	
  
rider). Within the professional trail building community
Trails	
  
itself, there are contractors and consultants that specialize in
developing large-scale bicycle-specific trail systems. Involving builders with
demonstrable experience delivering destination-quality networks catering to mountain
bicycling is vital for this work to succeed in reaching such a milestone.
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